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Chairman’s Foreword
I take on the role as Chairman of ANGLICARE Sydney’s
Council at a time of great change in the way services
are delivered to the vulnerable and marginalised
in our community. There is now wide-spread public
and bi-lateral political support for a National
Disability Insurance Scheme, and an unprecedented
out-sourcing of service delivery from governments
to the not-for-profit sector to improve outcomes
for the most vulnerable.

I thank God that through an organisation like ANGLICARE,

Both are great opportunities for providing Christian care
to our communities which we warmly welcome.
However, there are also many challenges: the treatment
of asylum seekers who arrive in Australia by boat; our
rapidly ageing population; and the entrenched gap
between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians
are some of the issues that give the appearance that

to glimpse some of the great work we have undertaken

When Bishop Frederic Barker established ANGLICARE’s

outsource service delivery, so as to be more efficient

forerunner the Church Society in 1856, he had a vision

and more convenient. We seek instead to be an agency

of an organisation that would undertake vital ministries

that equips and empowers local Christians to be able

I encourage you to uphold this important work in your

beyond the scope of individual parishes, but in partnership

to see the needs of the disadvantaged and vulnerable

prayers, to continue to support this work financially and

with them wherever possible. Partnerships have been

and to address those needs, exercising the spiritual gift

even consider how you may be able to apply your talents,

in the DNA of ANGLICARE ever since and are a primary

of mercy in a way that adorns the gospel of Jesus Christ

experience and time as a volunteer.

building block upon which we seek to deliver our services

and makes local congregations active and visible in

and programs across the Diocese of Sydney.

their communities.

of love and fellowship to people across the length and
breadth of the Sydney Diocese – both employees and
volunteers, as well as supporters and partners – to meet
the physical and emotional needs of those on the margins
without neglecting the deep spiritual need common to
all people that can only be met by Jesus.

together over the past year – work that has adorned the
gospel, changed lives and grown communities.

in the mission of the Sydney Diocese.
Partnership is a key element of our care through ministries
of mercy that address the physical and emotional needs
of people in our community and through proclamation of
the gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ that alone meets the
spiritual need common to all people.
We do not seek to be just an agency of skilled
professionals to which both government and churches

I look forward to working closely with ANGLICARE in

intractable problems.

the coming years and seeing it continue to grow as a

These partnerships involve a wide range of stakeholders:

The coming year presents ANGLICARE with a whole

driving force through which Christians make a significant

funding bodies from the state and federal governments,

range of new challenges and opportunities, and it

contribution to the common good in our city, and provide

our donors and supporters, our volunteers, a wide range of

will only be together with our partners that we

opportunities for more and more people to hear the good

community-based organisations and of course, the growing

will meet those challenges and take advantage

news of Jesus Christ.

number of parishes in the Sydney Diocese we equip and

of those opportunities.

confident in the sovereignty of God in all things, and find
opportunities to love and serve our communities in a way
that reflects the unconditional love and mercy shown to
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the idea of ANGLICARE as an indispensable partner

In the pages of this Review you will have the opportunity

The theme of this year’s Annual Review is ‘Together’
– an acknowledgement of the many partnerships
that underpin our work. As I look back on the last
year, at the incredible array of services ANGLICARE
has delivered, and how our vision of lives changing
and communities growing by care through Jesus
Christ continues to be realised, the importance
of partnerships is clear. We only do what we do
‘together’ with others.

Christians can come together and reach out the hand

we are assailed on all sides by complex and seemingly

Yet amidst the seeming turmoil, Christians can remain
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CEO Overview

us in the death of Jesus Christ and the great hope that

Glenn N Davies

springs from his resurrection.

Archbishop of Sydney

work alongside to address need in their local communities.

Grant Millard

As CEO I wish to express my deep appreciation of our past

Chief Executive Officer

Chairman, Archbishop Dr Peter Jensen, who championed

ANGLICARE Diocese of Sydney
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Christians
caring
together
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“Coming together is a beginning. Keeping
together is progress. Working together
is success.” – Henry Ford

poverty and caring for the frail and elderly; in the strong

This logic flows from seeing something about our world

that lead to brokenness in relationships and life can be

sake of others, ANGLICARE has recently committed afresh

partnerships that we have with supporters, both in giving

and the all too obvious brokenness within it. A logic that

dealt with. Having been loved by God we are now confident,

to productively engaging with our Aboriginal and Torres

towards and praying for those good works we endeavour

is theological. For we recognise that God made this good

secure and able to love others. By His grace we have seen

Strait Islander brothers and sisters. As such, ANGLICARE

to do; and in active partnerships with local churches in the

world in which we live. He made human beings to be in

that God made us to be communities that work together.

provision of various programs and activities. ANGLICARE

will be one of the first Anglican organisations to develop

Any organisation understands, even if purely from a

relationship with each other and with Him. We know that

Here at ANGLICARE, as we enact all of our partnerships,

management perspective, the importance of working

can only do what we do together with others.

finding true meaning and fulfilment is possible as we

we strive to live out what it is to be truly human – living

and implement a plan which maps out a series of real

together, harnessing the synergy that comes from

Any community is formed by sharing something in common

relate well to each other and, more importantly, to God.

with others, for the sake of others. Striving to have

individuals who together apply individual skills and

– a goal or special interest, a land or a belief. ANGLICARE

And yet this is not our experience. We often do not live for

relationships restored, and reconciliation embodied,

resources to a given issue. As a not-for-profit provider of

works together with all of our partners with a common vision,

God or for each other, and we find ourselves living in a

desiring to love and serve those who are vulnerable,

community services, ANGLICARE Sydney is acutely aware

to enact our mission. On top of working together towards

world of broken relationships where it is difficult to work

poor, marginalised and needy amongst us.

of this power. We see its remarkable results in practice

a common goal of serving those in need, ANGLICARE

together. If we are to live and work together, reconciliation

every day: within the great teams of staff and volunteers,

recognises a deeper logic to our partnerships. A rationale

is required. This is the very thing that God does for us in

as they come together to see and meet the needs of

that is foundational to who we are and why we exist. A logic

sending His Son Jesus – to reconcile all things to God.

the most vulnerable and marginalised around us; in our

that compels us to partner and work together to achieve

For ANGLICARE it is this that we hold in common, this

relationships with government departments through

our mission, and enact our vision of lives changing and

which at a deep level binds our diversity of services and

Together

which we are enabled to meet common goals of relieving

communities growing by care through Jesus Christ.

our desire to serve; that through Jesus all those things

with our Aboriginal
brothers and sisters

actions designed to give substance to reconciliation
between Aboriginal Australians and the wider community.
At present ANGLICARE Sydney is working on the first
phase of our Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP), and
implementation has begun. Initially this involved cultural
awareness training for all our staff, so that we will better
understand and relate in appropriate ways with Aboriginal
staff and clients. Further, we are planning on reviewing

In addition to the existing partnerships and other tangible

and reforming other employment practices to facilitate,

ways of expressing that we are in this together for the

where we can, the employment of Indigenous staff.
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In this way, as with all we do, our desire is to see

health facilities, juvenile justice centres and prisons. It

growing by care through Jesus Christ realised on a daily

is here that ANGLICARE chaplains minister faithfully to

basis. Not only in reports written on glossy pages, but

people facing deeply distressing and traumatic situations

woven into the stories of the lives of those we serve,

who have little or no church association. Because of the

and into the fabric of their communities. In doing so we

circumstances in which they find themselves, they are often

his life. Sunday after Sunday he heard the word of God applied.

prayerfully hope to see the good news of Jesus Christ

open to thinking about God and his place in their lives.

Phil finally met Jesus and turned his life around.

adorned as ANGLICARE, together with Christians and

The life of a chaplain can be an isolated one, serving in

Before Phil left prison the chaplain arranged for the pastor of a

churches, puts faith into action that we all, by God’s grace,

environments which are often stressful and difficult – and

church near where he would be living to come into the gaol and

become renowned for sacrificial care for the poor, the

sometimes hostile towards gospel ministry. Our chaplains

meet him. They established a good relationship and when Phil

marginalised, the stranger and the frail, and that Jesus

are committed to ministering in partnership with local

got out he began attending church and mid-week Bible study.

Caring for people in hard places

ANGLICARE Annual Review 2012–2013

Together

ANGLICARE’s vision of lives changing and communities

might be honoured in our communities.

6

most of us would prefer to avoid – hospitals, mental

with Christian communities

Like many young men who end up in gaol on remand, Phil turned
up to chapel one Sunday wondering why he had left God out of

parishes. It’s the joy of seeing God at work in the lives

Things weren’t easy for Phil – having a criminal record meant

of the people they encounter that keeps them going. It’s

he couldn’t get a job in his previous industry and his girlfriend

partnerships with local churches who faithfully pray, and

left when he said they should stop living together until they

often volunteer to minister alongside the chaplain, that

were married. What kept Phil going through one major

For many people in our community, the ‘hard realities’

limit the isolation and make it clear that this is God’s

disappointment after another was the mentoring support

of life become all too real within the walls of institutions

ministry in hard places.

he got from his pastor and other godly men in his church.

ANGLICARE Annual Review 2012–2013
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Speaking up
about need

Advocacy brings to life the lived experiences of those
who are marginalised in our society, with a view to
bringing about change in government policy and to
better targeting resources to help those in need. As
part of its advocacy role, ANGLICARE seeks to raise
awareness about needs in our society, not only to
inform government and the general public, but also
to encourage churches to respond to Jesus’ call to
love others.

Food insecurity and rental affordability were key themes
of the major research reports produced by ANGLICARE
in 2012-2013:
•

of food insecurity among Emergency Relief clients
(October 2012). This study was carried out by
Anglicare agencies across Australia and formed
part of Anglicare Australia’s State of the Family Report.
The study outlined the experience of food insecurity
among some of Australia’s most marginalised people

ANGLICARE articulates the needs of our most

and was quoted in Federal parliament on a number

disadvantaged Australians through print, radio, television

of occasions.

and social media platforms. Where possible, ANGLICARE
provides clients with the opportunity to be heard in the

Rental Affordability Snapshot (April 2013) prepared
as part of a national study by Anglicare Australia into

findings, as well as information about our programs and

affordability in the private rental market. Our study

services, with millions of people, equating to over $6 million

showed that only a handful of affordable and suitable

of free media coverage.

rental properties were available in Sydney for people

our advocacy work. Setting a high standard means
that ANGLICARE Sydney’s research is trusted by
government; what we say is what is actually happening
in the community. Such research is crucial in helping
policymakers to see disadvantage from the viewpoint
of affected people and the ANGLICARE staff who work
with them.

ANGLICARE Annual Review 2012–2013

•

media. Last year, our Public Affairs unit shared research

Our Social Policy & Research Unit is foundational to
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When There’s Not Enough To Eat. A national study

•

Together

with opinion leaders

To make a dramatic point about the difficulties many
families would be facing in winter, we chose the Cell
Block Theatre to launch our ‘Hard Choices’ report
and fundraising appeal in May 2013. The launch event
symbolised the isolating nature of poverty with guests
reminded that the chilly building they were sitting in
was Sydney’s first permanent gaol. In previous times it
included a debtors’ prison – an indication of how former
societies dealt with those who fell on hard times.
Guests were greeted by jugglers, representing the daily
reality of those caught up in poverty who face impossibly
hard choices as they struggle to pay for essentials such as
food, housing and other basic necessities. An audio-visual
presentation brought the stark circumstances of some

living on government benefits.

of our clients into the room.

Hard Choices: Going without in a time of plenty

Following the official launch by Archbishop Dr Peter

(May 2013) looked at the precarious existence of

Jensen, guests shared a simple meal and the opportunity

families for whom life is a daily battle to provide the

to discuss together issues raised by the report.

essentials. It highlighted how the constant stress
of juggling the most basic necessities has far-reaching
impacts, further entrenching the social exclusion
of families and children.

ANGLICARE Annual Review 2012–2013
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Working
together to
change lives

Bringing a genuinely Christ-centred approach to
our work, ANGLICARE’s Parish Partnerships unit
seeks to foster partnerships between ANGLICARE
services and the parishes, to address needs in our
society. Partnerships may include the location of an
ANGLICARE service on a parish site or parishioners
volunteering in ANGLICARE programs. Through
training workshops on areas such as homelessness
and carers we also seek to equip churches to better
understand and respond to local community need.
A further extension of parish partnerships is our Disaster
Recovery program, a ministry that has been operating for
over 15 years. Disaster Recovery assists local communities
during emergency situations by supporting local evacuation
centres and offering both material aid and pastoral care.
This is achieved through a network of trained volunteers
in local Anglican churches across NSW.
ANGLICARE Shops are a significant example of how we
meet community need in partnership with local churches,
volunteers and other services. In addition to providing
good quality, affordable clothing, our Shops are a link
between parishes and the community and generate

10
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The idea was developed by Rev Michael Palmer, Rector of

This partnership looks and works differently in different

St Michael’s Vaucluse, who wanted people to ‘walk in the

locations, depending on the characteristics and needs

shoes’ of those who have far less. Christ Church Kiama

of local churches and communities. It can range from

joined with St Michael’s to trial the program during Lent.

running Simply Christianity courses on Shop premises
after hours to participating in and supplying goods for the

Share the Benefit consisted of a four-week series of

St Andrews Lakemba Market Outreach Day or partnering

studies on what the Bible says about our response to

with ANGLICARE Long Bay prison chaplains to supply

neighbours in need. Each week’s material also featured

clothing for inmates about to be released.

an ANGLICARE case study and encouraged participants

Together

to focus on our responsibility as Christians to love
our neighbours.

with Katoomba parish

Participants were then asked to estimate their usual

On Saturday 22 June the ANGLICARE Shop at Katoomba

weekly food and drink budget and challenged to live

partnered with St Hilda’s Anglican Church in the annual

on the Newstart equivalent for one week and donate

Winter Magic Festival. Due to the nature of the festival

the difference to ANGLICARE.

many churches close their doors at this time, but Rev Ray
Robinson uses this as an opportunity for outreach to the

Katoomba’s Winter Magic Festival attracts a varied crowd

Michael Palmer reported that the event was not only
challenging and confronting, but also provided opportunities

45,000 people who attend.

for outreach and Gospel conversations. “Through this

Shop staff and volunteers teamed with parish members

installed to open up the building to the street, activities for

to participate in the parade. Over 500 soft toys were

kids and free tea and coffee were offered at the front of the

distributed free to kids along the main street. Each toy

church with many more activities inside.

who took part could not avoid talking about it. You go out

Together

less, you substitute water for coffee, and you share why

bore a tag with ‘Sharing the love of Jesus’ along with
the St Hilda’s and ANGLICARE logos.

income for our caring services. Located throughout

A big drawcard on the day was the strategic placement

Sydney and the Illawarra, they act as a ‘shopfront’ for

of the Jesus Racing Team ute at the front of the church.

local churches and other ANGLICARE services, helping

Gospel tracts were handed out to people from the back

connect people in need with appropriate support.

of the ute. Making the most of the new doors recently

with church communities

program our Church community had its eyes opened to the
realities of living on the edge. It was interesting how those

you are doing it. The very essence of Share the Benefit is a
reflection of Gospel work, which others expect the Church

Share the Benefit, a new initiative piloted in 2013,

to practice and want to support.”

was created to give those participating an idea of what it

Following this successful pilot, Share the Benefit is being

would be like to live on government benefits for a week.

made available to all parishes in 2014.

ANGLICARE Annual Review 2012–2013
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Together

Together

with youth

with Illawarra churches
and community

We’re committed to the continued development
of relationships with young people through our

This year’s Aquathon was the most successful to date with

engagement with youth groups and schools. By

over $15,000 raised to support local ANGLICARE services.

educating and empowering young people to be involved

A record 110 entrants participated under our banner with

in their communities through ANGLICARE’s work

40 volunteers supporting the event. In a new initiative this

we are building the future of our ministry.

year, the event organiser provided ANGLICARE with an

Our participation at the annual Katoomba Youth Convention

exclusive 3km walk which attracted 120 participants.

(KYCK), which took place over three weekends in April,

ANGLICARE received excellent regional media coverage.

was part of our continuing work to connect with youth on

This included reports on our partnership with the

issues of social justice and inclusion. Through the Take Love

Lighthouse Church MY PLACE Youth Homelessness

initiative we’re encouraging young people to have a heart to

program which provides a holistic Christian housing,

care for others – to recognise and respond to need in their

personal and spiritual development program for young

own world and take God’s love to others in need.

homeless people.

On a Friday night in May, over a 100 youth groups

ANGLICARE provided some complementary Case

participated in Light Up The Street, an initiative through

Management support for MY PLACE clients by funding

which ANGLICARE encouraged and resourced youth

a fitness program for young homeless women to prepare

groups to spend an evening learning about and praying for

for the Aquathon. Fitness trainer Simone Campbell

young people who are homeless. It was a fun and engaging

from Summit Fitness worked with the MY PLACE team

night which each group was able to run in the way that

to prepare them for the Aquathon. The case workers

One of our 185 hamper packing volunteers

Together

churches, youth groups and businesses we collected an

with hundreds of churches,

		 schools, youth groups, businesses
and volunteers

estimated $750,000 worth of food and toys for those who
would otherwise have gone without.
Over a four-week period, 185 volunteers worked at our
Mt Druitt warehouse to sort and pack food hampers

suited them best. Some ran sleepovers while others

managing the two young women reported a significant

Through Toys ‘n’ Tucker, ANGLICARE’s annual Christmas

organised fundraising activities. Social media played a key

positive change in the attitude and appearance of the

food and gift program, we were able to make Christmas a

Sydney and the Illawarra. Four drivers, all Moore College

role in sharing their stories as participants posted photos

young women as they progressed through the

much happier time for thousands of families and children.

students, were on the road throughout, completing

fitness training.

Thanks to the generous support of over 400 schools,

hundreds of pick ups and deliveries.

and messages on the Light Up The Street tagboard.
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ANGLICARE staff and volunteers at KYCK

and gift parcels for distribution through services across
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Addressing
poverty
& isolation

ANGLICARE’s Sustainable Living programs reach

Hunger and social isolation are huge issues for many

Savings Scheme are brought together at ANGLICARE’S

out to people experiencing financial crisis and social

of ANGLICARE’s clients. Every week, the café provides

Mt Druitt office by our Capacity Building program to

exclusion, working to address immediate needs and

from 30 to 70 people with food and a safe place to

answer questions, give advice and refer clients to other

develop strengths and skills for the future. In addition

come together.

support services where necessary.

to providing material and financial assistance, this work

When Lee Cuff, the owner of the nearby Café Olive, found

The One Stop Shop is free and open to everyone in the

includes financial counselling and budgeting advice,

out about the Coffee Shop program two years ago, she

community. Designed to make services more accessible,

accommodation support, capacity building to develop

offered support in the form of free homemade food. Since

the integrated approach is effective and time-saving for

skills and opportunities and microfinance options

then, she has been cooking and providing food twice a

clients who come seeking advice on issues including

week without fail. Whenever she can, Lee stays and chats

tenancy matters, legal aid, small loans for essential items

with ANGLICARE’s ‘café customers’. She has also donated

and ways to cut power bills.

Working together with government, other agencies,

gift certificates providing lunch at Café Olive and she and

financial institutions, churches, supporters and volunteers,

her staff participated in the 2013 Illawarra Aquathon under

ANGLICARE reaches out to alleviate urgent needs and

the ANGLICARE banner.

build hope for the future.

“We’re not wealthy, but we’re doing OK and this is one way

Together

Together

we can give back to our community,” says Lee. “I always

including no-interest and low-interest loans.

For thousands of families in our community, life is
a precarious existence – a daily battle to provide the
essentials and deal with the wide-ranging impacts of
financial hardship and social exclusion. Households
living on the margins experience significant levels of
stress and deprivation as they choose between having
sufficient food to feed their families, securing stable
and affordable accommodation and paying utility and
medical bills. The experience can be one of isolation
and social disconnection from family and friends.

with local communities

ANGLICARE Annual Review 2012–2013

them to benefit those around you. So when ANGLICARE’s

A man in the Southern Highlands area had been a regular
ANGLICARE client for some time, receiving support that
included food and help with power bills. He is unable to
read which had, at times, led to him falling behind in rental
payments as well as with other accounts.

Twice a week, ANGLICARE turns its office in Keira Street,

staff told me about their program, I instantly thought that

Wollongong into a Coffee Shop so that people who are

this was something I could support. It is one way I can

Over the past two years ANGLICARE workers have regularly

socially isolated and homeless can get together and share

make a difference to someone’s life.”

advocated for him with housing and energy providers and

backgrounds – gather at the coffee shop every Monday

Together

continue to assist him with ‘reading and understanding’

a hot cuppa, good food and caring company.
People from all over Wollongong – young, old, married,
single and from culturally and linguistically diverse

14

thought that whatever resources you had, you should use

with our clients

with other agencies

any mail he receives. Centrepay has been set up for his
electricity and gas accounts, which means he is now

On the first Thursday of every month, representatives from

continually in credit and thus no longer requires assistance

community organisations including Legal Aid, Western

with power bills. As his accounts are now all kept up to date

and Friday morning. While the group is diverse, they all

Sydney Tenants Service, microfinance schemes, Housing

he no longer feels the stress of previous years and feels in

share the common experience of deprivation and hardship.

NSW, Home Power Saving Program and Home Energy

control of his financial situation.
ANGLICARE Annual Review 2012–2013
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Responding to the needs
of people with disability
& carers

Millard officiated at the opening celebration. A highlight of
the proceedings was hearing from parent Belinda Horvath

a lot so thank you from the bottom of my heart.”

who spoke on behalf of families who will benefit from the

Comments from another parent highlight the importance

service provided at the Cottage.

of the respite in providing the opportunity for caring
families to spend time together: “It was so exciting to

Kingsdene Respite Cottage was developed to provide
increased respite opportunities for families caring for

have time with hubby and my 17-year-old daughter.

a child or teenager with disability. A purpose-built, fully-

To finally spoil her for the day, having lunch out together

In partnership with clients, families, carers,

accessible, five-bedroom home, it has additional features

was amazing. With no one to stare at our table we were

disability, access to appropriate services and

government, supporters and volunteers we

including sensory room, gym and Liberty swing all

at ease with each other and had an amazing time.”

support is fundamental in enabling them to

continue to focus on recognising and meeting

designed to provide a safe, friendly environment where

live meaningful lives and develop independent

individual needs with flexible support, links to

young people can enjoy socialising and making

living skills. For families and carers, regular

appropriate services, opportunities for social

new friends.

planned respite in an appropriate setting

and community participation, the development

Together

provides peace of mind and refreshment to

of support networks and assistance with

enable them to continue in their caring role.

planning for the future.

the provision of support services for people with
disability, ANGLICARE is an active advocate to
government on issues in this area. Our services

ANGLICARE Annual Review 2012–2013

as a mother do not have to worry about my son not being
in great hands and happy. To trust others like that takes

For people living with physical or intellectual

In addition to a longstanding commitment to

16

Minister John Howard OM AC and ANGLICARE CEO Grant

Together

with government,
donors and families

Kingsdene Respite Cottage at Rooty Hill, a key

The Cottage offers planned overnight, weekday and
weekend respite to take the pressure off caring families
and provide a secure and positive experience for young
people aged eight to 18. In consultation with each family
an individualised transition plan is developed for each
young person, reflecting their needs and those of their
family. Undertaking a night away from the family home is
generally a very big step and this approach has proved to

“…all the carers are truly amazing
and I as a mother do not have to worry
about my son not being in great hands
and happy. To trust others like that
takes a lot so thank you from the
bottom of my heart.”

with volunteers

Through ANGLICARE’s Westlink Host Family Program,
volunteers from all walks of life provide much-needed
respite to families caring for a child or adolescent
with disability.
Josie, a 23-year-old TAFE student, started supporting
a family last year and speaks highly of the experience.

“When I was younger our family was helped through the
Aunties and Uncles program. My mother looked after five

cover a broad spectrum of need including respite

part of ANGLICARE’s longstanding commitment

services for children and young people, case

to care for people living with a disability and

management for people with complex care needs

their families, was opened in May 2013. Andrew

Family comments on the building, the equipment, the

at their place to give Mum a break. When I saw that the

and support for older parents caring for an adult

Constance (at the time Minister for Disability

resources and the staff have been overwhelmingly positive.

Westlink program needed volunteers I thought it was an

son or daughter with disability.

Services, now Finance Minister), former Prime

One parent said: “…all the carers are truly amazing and I

opportunity for me to give back.”

be valuable for all concerned.

of us and needed the extra support. I had people come and
take me out for the day. Sometimes I would spend a night

ANGLICARE Annual Review 2012–2013
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Josie started to care for twin boys with significant
developmental delays in speech and language, coming
to their home for four or five hours each fortnight. “I just

like being with them. All my siblings are grown up now
and I get the enjoyment of being an auntie of sorts to
these boys. I don’t see their disability –they’re just two
little boys to me.”

Together

with the local church

		 and university students

ANGLICARE introduced him to a University of Western

made such a significant difference in many areas of my

Sydney student tutor who assisted him with maths and

life, including my physical health and mental health. It

as a mentor. This has helped him improve his grades and

has helped me gain more independence and I am able to

given him confidence to continue with his high school

do more for myself through the day because I have these

The Young Carers Program, based at ANGLICARE’s

education. The UWS tutor has also learned about young

aids. I am able to be more accessible to my children, which

Nepean office, has developed a partnership with the Salt

carers and how their caring role can affect their education

has shifted them slightly out of the arduous task of ‘carer’,

and Light volunteers group from Glenmore Park Anglican

– valuable insight for their future teaching career.

when they themselves have their own disabilities.

Church. The volunteers provide valuable assistance to the

Together

“When I started my Community Care course at TAFE I also

program coordinator in arranging events for the young

thought I needed to do something more with my time and

carers involved in the program.

“I want to thank you… for also providing assistance

with health services

Delivered by ANGLICARE in partnership with government,

gain some work experience. I never expected to gain a

The program is working with a 15-year-old boy from a

wonderful relationship, not only with these boys but with

single-parent household who has been in a caring role for

people with a disability and the frail aged who have complex

their mum as well.”

at least five years. As primary carer for his single parent,

care needs.

who has a chronic physical disability, he undertakes

Community Options is a case management service for

and funding for an Occupational Therapist (OT) and
Nutritionist. The OT’s help in an advisory role in assisted
living equipment has been invaluable to the quality of
my life. Having the Nutritionist… being able to come to
my home has been nothing less than life-changing… as
I’ve said many times in tears of joy, the difference it has

The impact this service can have is illustrated by the story

made in my life. It has helped me get out of the doorway

of a 45-year-old client, the single mother of two sons with

of the house; I have planted organic vegetables which I

a disability living in private rental accommodation. She has

enjoy nurturing and eating. I have learnt about foods and

chronic pain and difficulty with mobility due to Lupus and

how they can directly make a difference to my wellbeing,

a skeletal dysplasia. This extract from a letter she wrote

with immediate results. My inflammation has reduced and

The young carer struggles with maths, and has been

to the team shows how the support they have provided is

I have lost about 15 kilograms (which was an unexpected

receiving tutoring through our program. His parent

helping to change her life:

surprise and a delight to me) all the while being on heavy

The regular follow-ups have been invaluable, as it is

phoned the program when he attempted suicide due

steroids… which had caused me to gain 35 kilograms

easy for me to get off track you into mundane habits of

also minded the boys in our home. I don’t have family

“I wish to express my gratitude… for the wonderful

to the stress of his caring role. It was later revealed

in a short period of time.

just taking medication and medical appointments and

nearby and you can’t expect others to pick up the slack for

assistance and care in providing funding for the rental

that the ‘final straw’ for this young carer came when

of the electric bed and the funding of the personal care

“The way I now look at food as nutrition has had such a big

you all the time. Josie has been an incredible help. Her

his school maths teacher told him he was the worst

equipment that I require. This has helped my quality of

impact on pain reduction and also ‘just feeling better’. The

strong commitment to the boys is also much appreciated.”

student he had ever come across.

life and has aided in pain management in a way that has

Nutritionist came to my home and looked at my case, my

For the boys’ single mother, the care that Josie has
provided has been a wonderful blessing, providing her
with much-needed respite and support. “Josie has been

delightful and the boys have really taken to her. She has
come with us to specialist appointments, to buy shoes,
to the swimming pool and other places where it would be
difficult to look after the two boys on my own. She has

18
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meal preparation, domestic assistance, personal care
and medication support. The rest of their relatives live a
number of hours away and are therefore unable to provide
much assistance.

medications and my symptoms related to my illness…
then tailored to my cultural, medical and learning needs
and looked at possible deficiencies due to my treatment.

paperwork. Thinking and ‘doing’ regarding nutrition has
helped the depression I was feeling due to my disabilities.
Two words: life-changing.”
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Walking alongside
people with
mental health
disorders

The lives of many people we see across our services are

calls well. Working with a supportive job agency, another

impacted by debilitating anxiety, depression and isolation.

client was able to begin some work experience which

In both specific mental health programs and services in

eventually led him to a job in a new sphere.

areas including counselling, disability support, sustainable
living and youth, people are dealing with issues that make
everyday living very difficult.
Relationship breakdown and the pain of separation affect
people intensely. Job loss has enormous repercussions
for individuals and families. Financial stress coupled with
loss of a sense of value to society can quickly pull someone
into a downward spiral. While the pace of life continues

health issues in their local community.

Together

with carers

One counselling client reported that, early last year, she
was at the lowest point of her life and actually attempted

creative career. If it weren’t for my ANGLICARE Counsellor

sick to care for themselves adequately. They suffer from

I don’t think I would have made it through this difficult time.”

anything from depression to anxiety to schizophrenia to

Together

bipolar to dementia. Some are only in for a short stint.

with Jesus

Others have made the hospital their home. One woman
in her 60s has been in the hospital for 40 years. She is not

For one of our chaplains, ministering to people with a

called a ‘patient’ but is a ‘resident’ and when the chaplain

mental health disorder is about extending the humanity

pays a visit it’s a home call.

no respecter of persons or privilege. One man I met was
a paramedic who attended a train disaster. Pulling bodies
out of that wreck snapped something in his brain and he
never fully recovered.
When I hear their stories, my heart goes out to them
and, at times, I feel like sobbing. But that wouldn’t do

of Jesus in a dark place where humanity and hope have

them any good. So what can a mental health chaplain do?

all but flown away.

Ideas of ministry need broadening in dealing with people
who have mental illness. The world of the people in this

suicide. She was caring for a relative with mental illness

The other day I wandered up to the shops and there, sitting

themselves without really understanding what is going on.

and, with co-dependency issues, saw no way out but to

alone on the bus stop bench, was John from the hospital.

Our staff members are trained to walk alongside a person,

end her life. When she first came to counselling she was

I sat next to him and said ‘Hello’. He greeted me with a

and then do it all again. The darkness that overshadows

accept them just as they are and sit with them in their pain.

distraught, angry and overwhelmed.

smile. We talked very little, then I rose to leave. As I did,

the minds of the residents is often made worse by the

By listening carefully and empathically we can help them

In the client’s own words: “At first I was angry with

John eyeballed me and said ‘Thanks for sitting with me’.

dehumanising environment in which they live. My ministry

begin to make sense of their situation. As they are ready,

ANGLICARE as I wanted someone to come in and take

I didn’t think I had done much but just sitting with John,

in this environment is about extending the humanity of

achievable goals that they might want for themselves can

over my caring role. The Counsellor helped me to identify

not saying much, was huge for him. You see, outside the

Jesus in a dark place where humanity and hope have all

the underlying problems and perceive that I needed to

hospital, no one sits with John.

but flown away.

a walk each day, for another it might be reuniting with a
family member. Opportunities for gaining new skills can
be looked at and volunteering can often be a way of
increasing confidence.
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support for Christians to care for people living with mental

Some residents are highly educated. Others come from
low socio-economic backgrounds. But mental illness is

frantically around them, people can tend to isolate

be articulated. For one person, this might mean going for

20

Working with local churches, we aim to provide skills and

At my hospital there are many people who are deemed too

started to re-connect with friends and embarked on a new,

make some hard decisions if I wanted to reclaim my
life and regain my self-esteem. Over many months of
counselling I was supported emotionally to make dramatic

It is said that ‘we fear what we don’t understand’ and there
is much we are still learning about mental health, so there

hospital is filled with professionals who poke and prod
and regulate and prescribe and take notes and assess

These residents need an oasis – where they find rest for
their souls. As I sit with them, I am just in the moment
with them. I want to communicate that they don’t suffer

lifestyle changes which included moving out, setting goals,

is a corresponding cache of anxiety in the community

One client said she was previously unable to manage

being realistic with what I could achieve and learning how

over the mentally ill. You will know some of them because

phone calls to her utility provider but, with emotional

to deal with the irrational behaviour that I would frequently

about one in five Australians will suffer from mental

being, it is remarkable how open they become to hearing

support over some months, began to manage these phone

encounter. I learned not to fall into self-blame and loathing,

illness at some point in their lives.

about Jesus.

alone and that God is there with them too. In Him there is
an oasis. When they feel the acceptance of a fellow human

ANGLICARE Annual Review 2012–2013
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Helping heal broken
relationships
Family breakdown and relationship difficulties
lie at the heart of the challenges experienced by
many of the people we serve. The far-reaching
impacts of these problems can include social
isolation, homelessness and limited access
to education and opportunity.

with their own families. We also reach out to

John’s continued absences from school and his disinterest

maths. He is attending school more regularly, has started

people, many of them young, who are homeless

and lack of concentration in class. John had also told the

guitar lessons and improved in his communication skills

or at risk of becoming homeless, providing for

Deputy that he was not living at home all the time but

with his mother. We also encouraged John to work with

their immediate needs and offering support to

staying at friends’ houses whenever he could as he did not

his school counsellor who could support him throughout

help them rebuild their lives.

get along with his mother.

his late high school years and helped his mother with

Our counselling services aim to equip people for

With our support, the relationship between John and his

communication skills and developing age-appropriate

ANGLICARE reaches out to nurture healthy

healthy relationships while Family Relationship

mother has improved and John has returned home and

expectations and boundaries for her son. The mother was

relationships, help people work through conflict

Centres focus on enabling separating families

also connected with a family support service to assist her

and support disadvantaged and vulnerable

to achieve workable parenting arrangements

agreed not to run away anymore. In mediation, John was

with various financial and personal issues.

children, young people and families. Early

outside the court system.

supported to explain to his mother the reasons why he

intervention programs provide support for

Together

had been running away. His mother also spoke about her

ANGLICARE supported John and his family for nearly

concerns and issues and, over a few sessions, they came

three months. At the end of this time all members of the

pregnant and parenting young women and
their children, seeking to break the cycle of
disadvantage and provide hope for a bright
future. Foster care and adoption services support
children and adolescents who are unable to live

22
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with local schools

John is 16 years old and lives with his mother

to some agreement about what they could each do to
improve the situation.

Together

with families

In the Shoalhaven, the strong connection between our Family
Relationship Centre (FRC), Post-Separation Cooperative
Parenting (PSCP) service, counselling service and other
community agencies ensures that clients can receive holistic
support for their parenting issues. Families are often most
vulnerable at the time of family breakdown and require
different supports at the various stages of separation.
Angela approached the FRC as the relationship with her
former partner was very strained and she was not having

family reported that they felt much more positive about

contact with the youngest of her three children, 10-year-

their family relationships and their capacity to manage any

old Sarah. Angela was seen by a family dispute resolution

and her partner. He was referred to Reconnect

Through casework support John has been able to develop

issues that arose. They agreed to contact the service again

practitioner to assess whether family dispute resolution

by his Deputy Principal who was concerned about

skills for managing his anger and access tutoring for

if they required further support in the future.

(mediation) was the best option. As part of the process
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Angela was linked with the Post Separation Cooperative

the Child Consultant would help Angela and Sarah regain

Parenting (PSCP) service and attended the two ‘Our

contact with one another and this was facilitated through

Children’ workshops which help parents think about

a number of family sessions at the Centre. The older

the effect of conflict on themselves and the children

children in the family were also offered the opportunity

– and what it would look like to create a good working

to meet with the Child Consultant.

cycle of homelessness we helped Rafi find accommodation
in refuges and boarding houses on many occasions.
During this time Rafi also came into contact with a church
and made a commitment to Christ. While the people at the
church were supportive, at times they found it difficult to

Together

with donors

With funding from generous benefactors and local
government, our Central Sydney Community Care

accept Rafi’s drug use and homosexuality. Working with

Centre is developing youth programs in response

The range of interventions offered to this family allowed the

another service, we were able to help Rafi break his cycle

to demonstrated needs.

immediate conflict to settle and Angela and Steven were

of homelessness by offering him a unit he could live in

then able to participate effectively in a mediation session to

permanently at a price he could afford. Street Outreach

Angela’s former partner Steven was invited to contact the

discuss longer-term parenting arrangements. The family’s

continues to support Rafi in his search for work and his

Centre. During his assessment, Steven acknowledged

parenting arrangement afforded the family new stability.

struggles in wanting to cease using drugs. They also

having difficulty managing the stress of separation and

Sarah still asks to see the Child Consultant every now and

provide food assistance when he needs it and challenge

was also able to tell us a little bit more about Sarah and

again just for brief catch-ups. The opportunity to review the

Rafi to continue to find the place of God in his life.

the problematic relationship she had with her mother.

parenting arrangements was built into the plan so that at a

Steven was linked with our Managing Strong Emotions

future time Angela and Steven can return to the FRC if they

program and also engaged in a counselling session with

need to in order to have ongoing discussions about their

one of the PSCP counsellors.

parenting arrangements.

relationship with their former partner. Angela was also
invited to speak with the local YWCA Domestic Violence
Intervention Service and the Community Legal Centre.

The Centre had some concerns about how Sarah was
managing so asked Angela and Steven if we could see
Sarah and offer her some support. Sarah was seen by
the Child Consultant and then linked into the Kids World
group program where children of similar ages come

Together

with the local church
and other agencies

Young people in the Parramatta area who are homeless

together once a week for five weeks to explore what it’s

or at risk of homelessness turn to our Street Outreach

like for them and gain strategies to help them. Sarah

program when it seems they have too much to deal with

expressed a desire to regain contact with her mum. The

alone. When Rafi arrived in Sydney he was homeless. For

Child Consultant met with Angela and Steven to give them

over a year he lived wherever he could – with friends, at

feedback on how Sarah was coping. It was agreed that

refuges and sometimes on the street. Throughout this

24
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The ANGLICARE Youth Connect mentoring program
trains up people aged 18 and over to be role models
and mentors for high school aged young people who are
facing difficult issues in their lives. Mentors and mentees
meet together weekly for facilitated fun and engaging
activities that assist young people in understanding
values, the importance of communication, healthy
relationships and managing conflict.
Five Dock Youth Outreach was developed as a response
to bored young people engaging in anti-social behaviour
near the library. With over 20 participants each week, we
are seeing young people engaging positively through fun
activities, reduced aggression, minimal conflict and the
development of conversations on topics of interest.

ANGLICARE Annual Review 2012–2013
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Welcoming migrants & refugees
People arriving from overseas to make their home

Together with churches, communities, individuals and

and Church meetings, Lee committed his life to following

speaking. The social context of the group also seems

in Australia face many challenges as they attempt to

government we are working to help people from a wide

Jesus Christ and was baptised as a public declaration of

to have been helpful in reducing the girl’s anxiety about

settle, raise their children and become productive

range of backgrounds to settle successfully and participate

his faith. He has since been actively engaged in telling

speaking and the worker was pleased to hear her singing

members of the community. These include low levels

fully in the Australian community.

others about Jesus and has given Chinese Bibles to his

as she participated in a painting activity recently.

and employment opportunities and the need to

Together

friends. Earlier this year he was heading back to China

navigate new and unfamiliar systems and structures.

to people of a non-English speaking background through

of English language and literacy; difficulty in obtaining
appropriate, secure and affordable housing; financial
pressures; difficulty in accessing education, training

with local churches

ANGLICARE’s English as a Second Language (ESL)
ministry encourages and equips churches to reach out

In addition, many have experienced significant trauma

English language help and friendship. We provide parish-

and dislocation in their lives.

based ESL volunteers with training, resources and a

ANGLICARE has a long history of providing support
for migrants and refugees. We work with individuals
and communities to help newly-arrived refugees settle
successfully with assistance in areas including English
language, employment, education and training, health

and the Church worked with missionaries there to link him
into a suitable church on his return.

Together

with other community

services

Early Learning Through Play (ELTP) is an innovative
program developed by ANGLICARE to assist migrant and

people in their local community.

refugee families with children not yet attending school.

of Wollongong. About 12 months ago he was walking
past an Anglican Church and read the signage for ESL

with funding bodies

A Migrant and Refugee Services client wanted to sit the

network of help and encouragement to connect with

Lee is a young man from China studying at the University

Together

National Accreditation Authority for Translators and
Interpreters (NAATI) para-professional exam to become
a Persian interpreter. She is often house-bound due to a
chronic illness and was keen to pursue this qualification
as it would enable her to work from home as a phone

Working with the families to help their children learn

interpreter. Unfortunately the cost of practice materials

and develop through play has proved to be enormously

and administrative charges for the exam were beyond the

beneficial in the transition to school.

scope of her single-income family. ANGLICARE was able
to arrange brokerage funds to pay some of the costs while

classes and the Church congregational meetings. The ‘All

The parents of a three-and-a-half-year-old Karen girl

Welcome’ message prompted him to go inside and make

participating in an ELTP group approached the worker

enquiries. He joined the ESL group and started attending

running the group as they were concerned she ate nothing

prepare for and sit the exam. She later called the worker

prepares submissions to government on humanitarian

church on Sundays then began participating in a Bible

but rice and was not speaking. The worker was able to get

to express her thankfulness as she had passed the exam

and migrant issues and advocates on behalf of culturally

study group run by the ESL coordinator. Over the months

her referred to a paediatrician through the Refugee Health

and is now a certified interpreter. This has increased her

and linguistically diverse communities.

that followed, through the combination of ESL, Bible study

Service. She is now eating different foods and has started

confidence and opened up opportunities for employment.

and family relationships. Capacity building initiatives
develop community participation and ANGLICARE also
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the client contributed the rest. This enabled the client to
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Enriching
life for older
people
For older people, their families and carers,
access to appropriate services and support
is key to addressing issues including loneliness,
difficulty with daily living and loss of physical
ability and cognitive capacity.

For 70 years Chesalon, ANGLICARE’s aged care
division, has provided Christian care which seeks to
ensure each person’s physical, emotional and spiritual
wellbeing. Chesalon is dedicated to meeting the
individual needs of active older people, the frail aged,
people with dementia and their carers. The services
we provide range from independent living in a caring
community to in-home and centre-based programs for
those in their own homes and high-quality residential
aged care for those in need of extra support.

assurance they can still do enjoyable things together

Together

with the official opening of the Chesalon retirement

with staff and volunteers

Thanks to the commitment of staff and volunteers, the
Wollongong Day Centre Carer Support Group Dine and

despite the challenging behaviours often related to
dementia. In conveying her gratitude, one carer noted that
the evening provided somewhere “I could go and have an
enjoyable evening …knowing nobody is going to judge my
husband’s behaviour.”

Together

with a new community

A significant milestone was reached in March 2013
village at Oran Park by the then Archbishop of
Sydney Dr Peter Jensen. Residents joined with staff,
supporters and local church and community members
to celebrate the completion of Stage 1 and 2 Villas

Dance evenings continue to thrive. Originally designed to

and the village clubhouse.

provide a pleasant evening with dinner and entertainment

Chesalon’s presence at Oran Park is part of a strategic

for clients with dementia, this initiative was expanded

decision by ANGLICARE to be there at the beginning of

several years ago to include carers when it became

a new local community and to be integrated into that

evident that they were equally isolated as the nature of

community as it grows. Links have already been forged

their caring role meant they were unable to easily pursue

with the local Anglican church and school which are also

social activities. Staff and volunteers work together to

part of the rapidly-growing Oran Park Town development.

provide regular social evenings where clients and carers
can feel comfortable and relax together in a restaurantstyle setting. These evenings allow couples to experience
the feeling of togetherness, companionship and the

28
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Together

The man has now been accepted for an Extended Aged

I told her that her Mum would often say in conversation:

the village and other residents were on hand immediately,

Care at Home (EACH) package which can better meet

“God is not for me. My family believes in him but not me.

staying with her all day. In the days following residents

his needs for support and allows his family to feel more

God is making me wait here but I don’t know why. I’ve done

comfortable with him remaining at home. They had

my job as best I can. I’m 99 years old, I just want to sleep

Another resident lost her husband recently. He died at

with residents

At Chesalon Living Oran Park we bring our Christian

continued to offer support, providing meals and visiting.

philosophy of care to retirement living. This approach is

This resident has mentioned that she could not have

evident in the establishment of a regular Bible study group

gotten through such a difficult time without everyone’s

and links with the local church and Christian schools.

support. Village staff have had the opportunity to pray

As the village grows it is encouraging to see a sense of

with her and she considers this support one of the most

community and support among the residents continuing
to develop. People moving into the village come from
different backgrounds and life circumstances and some
can find it challenging to come to grips with things others
might take for granted – technology and dealing with
financial systems for example. It is wonderful to see how
the encouragement and care of other residents can help
newcomers to gain confidence, develop skills and thrive
in their new environment.

valuable assets of Chesalon.

Together

with other agencies

care facility but that was not what he wanted.

Together

One day this resident accepted my offer to hear the prayer

with Jesus

Pastoral care is an important element of the holistic

Christ, receive His forgiveness and forgive others? God’s

care provided at our residential aged care facilities as

word says: whoever calls on the name of the Lord will be
saved.” I was able to lead her in a simple prayer and she

Nepean Case Management team after a stay in hospital

Several months ago, at the end of my visiting day, I felt

those who have trespassed against me. Jesus, I believe

drawn to go and visit a resident who was receiving palliative

in you.” She called upon the name of the Lord.

due to a fall. He had limited mobility due to diabetes and
a heart condition and was also at risk of further falls due
to hoarding of newspapers in his house.
The team worked with other agencies, including the

is particularly evident in the emotional and social support

up at his home. This meant that service providers could

shown by residents for others going through difficult

then come to his house regularly to provide domestic
assistance which they had previously been unable to do.

care. I had intended to read scripture to her as she was no

prayed: “Father forgive me my trespasses and I forgive

I was able to share with this resident’s daughter

longer speaking. When I arrived in her room her two adult

that I believed, by faith, that her Mum had given her

children were there. I explained why I had come and both

heart to the Lord. The news was received with tears

were appreciative of the pastoral care offered.

of appreciation.

The daughter spoke to me just before I left the room.

I believe that she is now with the Lord, having received

She said, “you know, we don’t get to visit with mum

her heart’s desire that she didn’t live to see her 100th year.

very often since she’s been here as we don’t live close

struggles greatly with the fact that his wife is suffering

To help address the man’s medical issues the team

from late-stage dementia. Other men at the village have

worked with a GP Liaison Nurse to link him with a new GP

by. Mum always made sure we got to church, and we

spent considerable time connecting with him – often around

and a community health service to help him manage his

go to church now. I have always prayed that Mum would

the pool table. This has been a great source of strength

diabetes. This resulted in fewer falls and fewer admissions

come to believe in Christ and be saved and I just wonder

to him as he comes to terms with his wife’s condition.

to hospital.

particularly now.”
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Jesus taught his disciples. I said to her, “have you ever
thought God may be waiting for you to pray to receive

this account by one of our chaplains demonstrates:

Polish Australian Welfare Society, to complete a clean-
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and sleep. I don’t want to be 100, I’m just waiting for Him
(pointing to the sky) to take me.”

An older man living alone was referred to the ANGLICARE

The caring nature of our Chesalon Oran Park community

times. A gentleman who has joined our community

previously wanted him to move to a residential aged

ANGLICARE Annual Review 2012–2013
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Valuing
our people

ANGLICARE continues to be blessed by the service of staff

Throughout this year, we have trained 167 volunteers

and volunteers who work tirelessly to reflect the love of

in skills required for emergency relief, volunteering with

Jesus through their work. As of June 2013, ANGLICARE

older people who are frail and coordination of volunteer

Sydney employed 1,461 people. In addition, we had 1,490

programs. We have also delivered volunteer training

corporate and community volunteers giving 5,600 hours

to refugees settling in Australia to prepare them for

a week of their time.

volunteering in an Australian context.

Staff & Volunteers
1490

Staff & Volunteer Hours
1461

1,617,861

297,824

“Volunteers are vital to ANGLICARE’s work.
Without their enthusiasm, skills and support
we wouldn’t be able to do all that we do to reach
out to people in need.”

Together

with our volunteers

A volunteer brightens the day at Chesalon Malabar

ANGLICARE volunteers were celebrated at a special event
in the western Sydney suburb of Dharruk during National
Volunteers Week in May 2013.
More than 50 volunteers from local ANGLICARE Community
Care Centres, Shops and Chesalon Aged Care locations
enjoyed the event, which included food, cake, games and gifts
of appreciation. It also gave volunteers the opportunity to meet
others who work in different areas of the organisation.
Volunteers are vital to ANGLICARE’s work. Without their
enthusiasm, skills and support we wouldn’t be able to do

Staff

Staff Hours

Volunteers

Volunteer Hours

(Inc. Toys n Tucker & Corporate)

(Inc. Toys n Tucker & Corporate)

all that we do to reach out to people in need.

National Volunteers Week celebration at Dharruk
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Organisational leadership – ANGLICARE’s Operating Committee
Mr Grant Millard
Chief Executive Officer

Mr Phil Coller
Acting Director Community Care

Mr Bill Farrand
Director Finance/CFO

BEc, LLB, LLM

B Community Mgmt, Grad Dip Ed
(Disability), Ass Dip Recreation,
Ass Dip Community Development

CPA, CSA, GAICD, BBus,
Grad Dip Chartered
Secretarial Practice

Phil joined ANGLICARE in 2000
following 12 years managing
a regional community-based
disability service in Sydney’s inner
west. After six years as Regional
Manager for Western Sydney
he was appointed to the role of
Assistant Director Community
Care and has been Acting
Director since early 2013. Phil
is a member of the Lower
Mountains Anglican Parish
at Glenbrook and has been a
Warden and Synod representative.

Prior to commencing with
ANGLICARE in January 2013,
Bill served in a contract position
as the Executive Director of the
Outdoors Division at Youthworks,
where his responsibilities included
leadership of 80 permanent staff
plus contractors, managing a
budget of $8.0M across three
separate locations and being
involved in pastoral leadership. He
had previously worked at BPAY for
10 years, initially as Chief Financial
Officer before moving to the Chief
Operating Officer role. Bill and his
family attend Northmead Anglican
Church, where they assist in the
pastoral oversight of an exciting
young adult congregation.

Before joining ANGLICARE, Grant
was the General Manager of
Moore Theological College, where
he was responsible for all the
college’s non-academic activities.
Prior to this he spent 13 years in
senior management roles within
the Coca-Cola system in Sydney,
London and Athens and was
previously a partner in a major
international accounting firm.
Grant is a warden of St Augustine’s
Neutral Bay and a member of the
Standing Committee of the Synod
of the Anglican Diocese of Sydney.
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Rev Dr Andrew Ford
Director Pastoral Care
& Theology
BSc(Hon), BD, Dip. Min.,
PhD (Med)
Prior to commencing his current
role at ANGLICARE in January
2012, Andrew was a member
of the ANGLICARE Council for
several years and lectured in
Ethics at Moore Theological
College. He is a member of
St Stephen’s Anglican Church
Newtown and also serves as a
member of the Sydney University
Human Research and Ethics
Committee, the St Andrew’s
Cathedral School Council,
and the Synod of the Anglican
Diocese of Sydney.

Mr David Goodhew
Director Chesalon
Prior to joining ANGLICARE in
2008, David completed tertiary
study in Health Administration
and worked in senior management
roles in a number of aged and
community care organisations.
Earlier in his career, following
qualification as a Registered
Nurse and post-graduate studies
in Gerontology, he was Deputy
Director of Nursing at
Chesalon Jannali.

Ms Susan King
Director Advocacy
& Partnerships

Mr Grant Simpson
Director Marketing
& Donor Services

Mrs Carolyn Talbot
Director, People Learning
& Culture

BEc, Dip Ed

B Comms, Grad Dip Bus Mgt, MFIA

After a number of years as a
researcher at the University of
Sydney in the field of International
Economics and Trade and the
History of Economic Thought,
Sue worked in the corporate
sector in educational marketing
and the development of software
design for financial planning.
In 2002 she joined ANGLICARE
as a Senior Researcher in
Social Policy.

Prior to joining ANGLICARE in
2010, Grant worked in senior
management positions with a
number of international and local
companies including Unilever,
J Walter Thompson and Ogilvy
& Mather. He has over 20 years
experience in areas including
advertising, marketing, design
and the development of brand
and communications strategies.

B.ApSc (Environmental Health),
Prof Dip HR, Ass Dip (Health
and Building)
Carolyn is a Human Resources
professional with over 12 years
of senior experience in leadership
roles across the manufacturing,
professional services and
not-for-profit sectors. Her
experience encompasses
industrial relations, workplace
health and safety, organisational
learning, recruitment and
selection, succession planning,
and the implementation of
systems and processors to
support the HR function. She
is a Certified Professional of the
Australian Human Resources
Institute (CAHRI) and a Director
on the Board of the Anglican
Diocesan Superannuation Fund.

Mr Jim Wackett
Executive Officer
BA, MA (Journ), MDS, MPRIA
Prior to commencing his current
role Jim was ANGLICARE’s Public
Affairs Manager. He has worked
in the not-for-profit sector since
1995, initially as a journalist
and aid worker for World Vision
Australia where he worked for
emergency relief programs in Asia,
Africa, the Balkans and Central
America. He subsequently worked
for a number of other Australianbased not-for-profit organisations
in management roles in marketing
and communications. He is a
Member of the Public Relations
Institute of Australia and the
Anglican Media Council. Since
2002 he has also served as an
officer in the Australian Army
Reserve and deployed in that
capacity to Afghanistan for six
months in 2008.

Mr James Zehnder
Director Property
& Infrastructure
MBA, Grad Dip Mgmt,
Grad Cert Project Mgmt
James joined ANGLICARE in
January 2012 as the Project
Director of the Oran Park
development. In addition to that
role he is now responsible for the
property portfolio, IT, compliance,
legal and organisational risk.
He has worked for professional
project management companies,
been responsible for large
government property portfolios
and spent a short time working
in the disability sector in the
Hunter Valley.
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Governance & Council

ANGLICARE Council

Governance statement

Most Rev Dr Peter Jensen
(to July 2013)

Sydney Anglican Home Mission Society Council operating as ANGLICARE
Diocese of Sydney is the urban mission and community care arm of the Sydney
Anglican Church. It is a body corporate constituted under the Anglican Church
of Australia (Bodies Corporate) Act 1938. At least once each year, the Council
is to report to the Synod about its affairs. Further it is to furnish such other
information as to its affairs as may be requested from time to time by resolution
of Synod or the Standing Committee. The Council is to comply with the
Accounts, Audits and Annual Reports Ordinance 1995.

Foundations for management and oversight
The role of the Council members is established by the Sydney Anglican Home
Mission Society Ordinance 1981. It includes:
•

Setting the objects of the Council

and term of office of members

to further the work of the Anglican

of the Council.

Church of Australia within the

•

Diocese of Sydney by proclaiming
the love of God as shown in Christ in
promoting and conducting activities

Officer.
•

of the Council together with the

welfare and charitable nature to

income derived there from. It

be executed by the relief of poverty

also has power to use and apply

or other charitable means.

the capital and income of such

Ensuring the Council’s

property for the purposes of its

effectiveness by setting

objects, subject to the terms of

guidelines on Council structure,

any specific trusts of that property.

the qualifications or restrictions
36

Executing its power to receive,
manage and control all property

of a pastoral ministry, social

•

Appointing the Chief Executive

on membership of the Council

•

MA(Hons)(Syd),
BD(London), ThL(ACT),
D Phil (Oxford) Chair
of SAHMS Council
Archbishop of Sydney
June 2001-July 2013.
Elected as Archbishop
of the Anglican Church,
Diocese of Sydney, and
Metropolitan of the
Province of New South
Wales on 5 June 2001
and consecrated on St
Peter’s Day, 29 June 2001.

Members of Council at any time during the financial year covered by this report.

Mr David Wallace

Mr Malcolm Beard

Miss Naomi Bradshaw

Mr Michael Clancy

Mrs Gillian Davidson

BSocial Studies (Sydney),
DipEd (Voc Ed), MSW
(UNSW), Grad Dip
Philosophy, BA(Hons)
(Macq) Deputy Chair
of SAHMS Council

M Com FCA
Chair of the ANGLICARE
Finance Committee
and member of the Audit
and Risk Committee.

B.Com, CA
Member of the
Finance Committee

BBus Fin & Ed, CFA
Chair of the ANGLICARE
Investment Committee

BA LLB

For the eight year period
to 2012 Naomi worked in
a chartered accounting
firm, Deloitte. Her areas of
focus have been accounting
and tax advice, audit,
training and consulting for
predominately medium
to large private family
businesses. Having a
desire to learn more about
God in a formal learning
environment and how to
serve Him well, Naomi
resigned from her job
and is currently enrolled
in a Bachelor of Theology at
Moore Theological College.

Previously Executive
General Manager,
Investment Platforms,
MLC, Michael has been
a member and Parish
Councillor in his local
Anglican church for much
of the past 15 years. He has
20 years experience in the
investment industry as both
an investment practitioner
and business leader. In
these capacities Michael
has developed strong
governance, financial
and analytical skills.

David has submitted his
PhD thesis in applied ethics
focusing on professional
judgement and decision
making technologies in
health and community
services. He has worked
in vocational education,
community work, strategic
planning, facilitation, drug
and alcohol work, and
management. He is a lay
member of the Sydney
Local Health District Ethics
Review Committee and
worships at St Clements
Anglican Church Lalor
Park/Kings Langley.

Partner, Gould Ralph,
Chartered Accountants.
Registered Company Auditor
and Tax Agent. Malcolm has
experience in accounting,
audit, taxation, business
planning services and
information technology
management. His particular
professional interests are
corporations law, corporate
governance, financial
reporting and computer
technologies. Malcolm
also sits on the board
of New College.

Gillian is a Partner at
Sparke Helmore Lawyers
specialising in liability
litigation. She has
participated as a director
and Chair of organisations
providing compassionate
care and supporting
mercy ministries. She is
a member of the Appellate
Tribunal of the Anglican
Church and Sydney Diocese
Standing Committee. She
attends St Phillips York
Street Anglican church.

Ms Robyn Hobbs OAM
(to December 2012)
MMgt, JP
Robyn is Manager of Place
Services at Parramatta City
Council. She has previously
held a number of senior
executive positions including
Executive Manager at the
Sydney City Council, Director
Commercial Performance
and Customer Relations at
the Sydney Opera House and
General Manager Member
Services at the State
Chamber of Commerce.

Rev Gary Koo

Mr Martyn Mitchell

MBBS, BD

BSc.ACA DTh
Chair of the Audit
& Risk Committee

Gary was born in Australia
after his parents migrated
from Malaysia. He worked
as a doctor in both the
public hospital system
and private practice before
training for ministry. He is
now serving at Crossway
Anglican Church and is
passionate about reaching
people across cultures.

Mr Grant Millard
BEc, LLB, LLM
Chief Executive Officer

Please refer to details
on page 34.

Martyn has over 30 years
experience as a Chartered
Accountant, working as a
public company auditor
for over 20 years bringing
considerable experience
in regulatory standards
and the importance of
compliance. He held senior
management positions
for a fifteen year period,
and his experience has
included numerous
reviews of businesses
that were being purchased,
restructured or sold
with a view to improving
the performance of the
underlying business. He
has served as a trustee and
Audit Committee Chairman
of the Historic Houses
Trust, as a director and
Audit Committee Chairman
of the NSW Bible Society
and as treasurer of St
Matthew’s Church in Manly.

Executing its investment powers.
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Acknowledgements
Mr Craig Moore
BA(Hons), Dip Rehab C,
M Soc Admin
Currently Chief Executive Officer
of Interaction Disability Services
and previously General Manager
of Northcott. Craig managed a
large district for the Department
of Community Services at
Liverpool and was subsequently
appointed Director of Adoption
and Permanent Care. Craig
was on the working party which
drafted the Children and Young
Persons (Care and Protection) Act
1998 and was responsible for the
implementation of the Adoption
Act in 2000.

Mr Alan Orr
(to March 2013)
AMus A, ATCL
Alan was previously CEO of
Ashfield Baptist Homes and
oversaw the total redevelopment
of the site that provided residential
accommodation to both high
and low care residents. He
was a member of the industry
Residential Aged Care Committee.

Rev Margaret Powell
MBBS, FRACGP, BTh, MA(Theol)
Appointed to Council in 2007,
Margaret is a Diocesan Cross
Cultural worker and former
Associate Minister at St Paul’s
Anglican Church, Castle Hill
(1993-2007). Prior to that she
was a medical doctor with
experience in both hospital
and general practice and Chair
of Ethics committee for SW IVF
clinic (1998-2002). Margaret
is an Anglican Representative
on NSW Council of Churches
and Chaplain to Students
at Moore Theological College.

Rev Ramon Robinson
BTh, Member of the
Finance Committee
Appointed to Council in 2010,
Ray initially came from a
background in electronics
and communications. He
has spent the last 30 years
in parish ministry in Ingleburn,
Kurrajong, Chatswood and now
Katoomba. His passion
is promoting partnerships
between ANGLICARE and
parish ministries. He also
sits on the board of the Blue
Mountains Grammar School.

Rev Luther Symons

ANGLICARE acknowledges

• Ms Christine Ecob

• Mr Brian Spalding

• SHORE

of Immigration and

BComm(UNSW), BD(Hons 1)(MTC)
Member of the Finance Committee

with sincere thanks the people,

• Mrs Doris Geddes

• Mr John H Starr

• St Catherine’s School

Citizenship (DIAC)

• Mr Jim Goldman

• Dr Robert J Stening

• St Luke’s Grammar School

who have supported our work

• Mrs Jessica Hore

• Mr Philip and Mrs

• Superior Machinery Imports

during the year. The support of

• Mr Derek and Mrs

bequestors and other generous

Norma Jackson

Appointed to Council in 2010,
Luther was employed by Borough
Mazars (Chartered Accounting
Firm) for six years until 2000
before moving to Mojo Advertising
as Group Finance Manager in
2001. He moved into Ministry
Training in 2002. In 2007, Luther
began as an Associate Minister
at St George North Anglican
Church where he currently has
responsibility for the leadership
of two congregations in the parish
at Bexley and Church in the
Bank (Kogarah).

parishes, schools, businesses,
volunteers and funding bodies

donors who prefer to remain
anonymous is also greatly valued.
Special thanks to:

Patrons
The Hon. John Howard AC
(Kingsdene Respite
Cottage program)

Individuals
• Mr Paul Ainsworth
• Mr Alan Browne
• Ms Muriel Eagleson
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• Mr Neil and Mrs
Sharron Lewis
• Ret Justice Keith Mason

Carolyn Twyman

Foundations
• Maple-Brown Family
Charitable Foundation

• Mr Chris Poulos

• The Profield Foundation

• Ms Beryl Raymer

• The Regal Foundation

• Mr Noel Riordan
• Mr Bruce Robinson
• Mr Shah Rusiti
• Mr Basil Sellers AM
• Mr Michael and
Mrs Trish Sharpe
• Mr Dick and
Mrs Pip Smith

Organisations
• Abbotsleigh School
• Claremont College
• Danebank School
• Meriden School
• Roseville College
• Rouse Hill Anglican College

• The King’s School

• Commonwealth Department
of Families, Housing,
Community Services and
Indigenous Affairs (FaHCSIA)

• Thomas Hassall

• Dementia Collaborative

Anglican College

Research Centre

• Trinity Grammar School
• UBT (Universal

• Housing NSW
• NSW Department

Business Team)

of Fair Trading

• Wenona School
• William Clarke College

• NSW Family and Community
Services (FaCS)
• NSW Family and Community

Government

Services – Ageing Disability

• Commonwealth Attorney
General’s Department (AG)
• Commonwealth Department
of Health and Ageing

and Home Care (ADHC)
• NSW Government Community
Building Partnership Program
• NSW Ministry of Police

• Commonwealth Department

and Emergency Services
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Financial Report
Effective financial management is an integral part of
achieving ANGLICARE’s vision, mission and strategic
plans. In particular, we want to be able to demonstrate
to the people and organisations that fund our work that
we operate in a way that focuses on effective day-today stewardship of resources and ensures longer term
financial sustainability. This is vital to maintain and grow

The following tables and charts present a snapshot

in need in our community.

from resident contract fees.

of ANGLICARE’s financial condition at the end of

ANGLICARE’s financial position remains strong with net

ANGLICARE remains committed to the pursuit of mission

assets growing from $88m to $92m. Total comprehensive

objectives beyond the scope of government funding.

income for the period was a positive $3.4m with two
material factors to be noted. Firstly, there was a net gain

current services and develop new programs to address
need in the community.

general improvement in investment markets. Partially

government contributes significant amounts, generally
for specific programs, the financial support of our donors
is a major enabler of the broader work in a number of

offsetting this gain was a reduction of $1.6m in operating
revenue resulting from a change in ANGLICARE’s revenue
recognition policy in relation to the Oran Park Village fee
income. Total assets grow by $9m to stand at $180m as

service areas.

at 30 June 2013, an increase of five percent.

ANGLICARE’s audited Financial Report for the year

At the divisional service level, which is reported for

ended 30 June 2013 is published on our website –

statutory purposes as segments, Chesalon Care reported

www.anglicare.org.au. Please refer to this important

a small surplus of $0.3m for the year. The Community

document for a greater understanding of our financial

Care segment recorded a deficit of $4.9m which is slightly

position and governance practices.

higher than recent past experience and necessitated the

During the 2012-13 financial year ANGLICARE undertook

ANGLICARE Annual Review 2012–2013

the change in the treatment of the village revenue arising

on available for sale assets of $6.1m as a result of the

We greatly value all avenues of funding support. While

40

that underpins our ability to provide services to those

ongoing application of other ANGLICARE funding. This

a financial improvement program to ensure future

highlights the need for additional support over and above

financial stability amidst generally tighter financial

the amount provided by government toward essential

conditions in the community services and aged care

service programs. The balance of ANGLICARE operations,

sectors. It focused on cost management and improved

which include the Chesalon Living Oran Park Independent

operational efficiency. We are confident that the actions

Living Units, generated a net result of $1.9m which, as

taken will strengthen the longer-term financial capability

indicated earlier, was $1.6m less than expected due to

Funding provided by our valued supporters in the form of
donations, legacies and bequests, along with investment
earnings, facilitates around one-third of our total service
provision. This significant contribution from our generous

2012-13. ANGLICARE enters 2013-14 in a sound
financial position, confident that actions taken during
2012-13 will contribute to improved financial
performance, longer-term sustainability and
ongoing capacity to pursue our vision, mission
and strategic goals.

supporters is vital to the ongoing delivery and growth of
services to meet community need.
ANGLICARE’s priorities for the use of its funds include:
•

Commitment to services and programs that meet
needs currently unfunded by government.

•

Developing models of new and innovative services
to better meet needs or to meet new needs
in local communities.

•

Piloting short-term innovative programs that have
the capacity for future funding from government or
long-term and sustained funding from ANGLICARE.

•

Meeting local needs identified in consultation with
churches and that are planned and implemented
in partnership with churches.

•

Researching gaps in service delivery to assist in
the further understanding of need and appropriate
responses to it.
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ANGLICARE Diocese of Sydney
Statement of Financial Position as at 30 June 2013
2013
$’000

ANGLICARE Diocese of Sydney
Statement of Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income
2012
$’000

Assets
Cash & cash equivalents
Trade & other receivables
Other financial assets
Other assets
Property, plant & equipment
Intangible assets
Total assets

1,115

6,387

5,316

4,576

46,901

40,639

2,618

2,662

121,544

116,476

2,782

828

180,276

171,568

6,563

8,159

Employee entitlements

7,512

7,384

73,852

66,823

733

962

88,660

83,328

91,616

88,240

79,936

82,113

11,680

6,127

91,616

88,240

Total liabilities
Net assets
Accumulated funds & reserves
General funds & reserves
Special purpose accumulated funds & reserves
Total accumulated funds & reserves

Government & clients
Donations, interest & dividends, & sundries

2013
$’000

2012
$’000

86,360

83,508

11,863

14,740

98,223

98,248

Employee benefits

65,068

62,216

Other operations

35,845

34,305

100,913

96,521

-2,690

1,727

6,066

-1,243

3,376

484

Total revenue

10
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Community Care expenditure ($millions)
40
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Disability
Chesalon

Counselling
Family
Support

Community
Care

Total expenditure

Out of
Home Care

Admin
& Support

Other comprehensive income
Net (loss)/gain on available for sale financial assets
Total comprehensive income

Shops

Other
Services

2012/13

Sustainable
Living

2011/12

Other
2012/13

2011/12

Chesalon expenditure ($millions)
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Chesalon Care

Chesalon
Services
Oran Park
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2

Expenditure

Result for the period

Trade & other payables

Interest bearing loan

0

Revenue

Liabilities

Non-interest bearing liabilities

Areas of expenditure 2012/13 (total $100.9m)

2012/13

2011/12
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Together…

we can change lives
Every year, ANGLICARE services reach out to many thousands of people through support, assistance, advice and advocacy.
You can join with us in this life-changing work in five practical ways:

1. Pray
Prayer is vital for our work and ministry. You may like to pray through the ANGLICARE Prayer Diary which provides daily
prayer points.

2. Volunteer
Volunteers are an essential part of what we do and are involved in many areas of the organisation. The gift of your time
is greatly valued and helps ensure the work of ANGLICARE can continue.

3. Donate
ANGLICARE relies on financial support in order to help those who turn to us. You may like to consider regular giving
as a CARE Partner. For more information please call 13 26 22.

4. Remember us in your Will
Including ANGLICARE in your Will is a means by which you can have a lasting impact for good in the lives of people in need.
For more information please call 9895 8086.

5. Be informed
You can keep up-to-date with all that’s happening at ANGLICARE through our website or CARE Newsletter.
Visit www.anglicare.org.au or call 9895 8000 for more information.
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Lives changing
and communities
growing by care
through Jesus Christ.

PO Box 427, Parramatta NSW 2124
Tel: 61 2 9895 8000 | Fax: 61 2 9633 4620

www.anglicare.org.au

